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The question:  Are we seeing physical responses to 
global sea-level rise in soft coastal landforms yet?

• Sea-level rise should cause shoreline recession (Bruun Rule: well established 
principle despite much confusion over its implications & application)

• Global Mean Sea-level (GMSL) has risen ~21 cm since  c. 1880s.

• But very few claims in the scientific literature that any coastal erosion & 
recession to date is specifically attributable to recent global sea-level rise.

The Bruun Rule of shoreline erosion with sea-
level rise:  not a complete coastal behaviour 
model!   But a useful coastal process concept 
used alongside others. 

Recent experimental validation by Atkinson et al. 
(2018)



Swell exposed open coast sandy beaches:  mostly 
late responders?
Open coast swell-exposed sandy beaches on tectonically-
stable coasts mostly not yet showing clear response to 
renewed global sea-level rise (SLR).

Why? In most cases the magnitude of any SLR recession effects 
are still much smaller than:

• Normal beach/dune erosion and swell-driven recovery 
cycles;

• Wave direction variability causing episodic shifts in erosion & 
accretion, e.g., on NSW coast (Mortlock et al. 2017);

• Variability in onshore and alongshore sand movement 
(causing erosion & accretion);

Most beaches are expected to require more sea-level rise than 
has yet occurred before any change in their behaviour is 
discernible:

Le Cozannet et al. (2016) have suggested a “Time of 
Emergence” for many open coast sandy beach responses to 
recent sea level rise might be circa 2050.

Old erosion scarp

Incipient foredune
(recovery)

Perkins Island, Tas.



Data source:  aerial photography
• ~70 year record of shoreline behaviour (for many Australian beaches)
• Vegetation line tracks inter-annual to inter-decadal shoreline position change, not shorter term (e.g., seasonal) 

beach face variability.
• For each site, all usable photos ortho-rectified (not just two end dates!)



Typical open coast (swell-exposed) sandy beach 
showing no response to sea-level rise (as yet)

Adventure Bay Beach (SE Tas.) shoreline 
history  (median of shoreline positions 
across 20 transects at 20 air photo dates  
1949 - 2013)

Slow progradation trend to 2013 with 
minor erosion – recovery events but no 
long-term change of behaviour



Probably.

Mostly somewhat unusual coastal environments where formerly 
“balanced” sand budgets are easily tipped into losing mode by small 
increase in erosion losses due to sea-level rise

Are there any open coast (swell exposed) sandy 
beach early responders?



A major Twentieth Century shoreline behaviour change: 
Ocean Beach (W. Tas.)

Ocean Beach shoreline history  (median 
of shoreline positions across ~150 
transects at 21 air photo dates  1947-
2010)

Stability (erosion & recovery)
1948-1979

Progressive 
Recession dominant

1980 – 2010+

Change of
Behaviour



A model for observed Ocean Beach shoreline behaviour 
change around 1980:   driven by rising mean sea-level?

• Probable slow ongoing sand supply from shelf (1);  (Shelf sand mobility potential modelling: Geoscience 
Australia)

• Relatively frequent storm wave events compared to other Australian coasts (Hemer 2008).

• Pre-1980: Sand supply balanced loss into transgressive dunes (2) and southwards littoral drift 
of eroded sand (3) into large active sand sink (flood tide delta) in Macquarie Harbour (4).

• Rising sea-level = storm events reach higher on beach profile = more frequent erosion events  
for given storm magnitudes.

• Post-1980: no increase in sand supply, but larger amounts of eroded sand drifting south (3), 
lost into sand sink (4), beach now losing sand faster than gaining.

Key factors in early switch to shoreline recession?

• Relatively frequent storm events:
• Less recovery time between erosion events, faster switch to dominantly receding mode on a rising sea-level?

• Possible effects of high intrinsic storm frequency dominate over other effects of open coast wave and storm climate 
variability?

• Large active sand sink (increasing quantities of eroded sand being removed from the system).

= sand movement
Sand
trap



Are there other early responders to sea-level rise?   
Probably:

• These are estuaries, tidal lagoons, swell-sheltered re-entrants

• Subject to sea-level rise, but not exposed to some key open coast 
processes that result in sandy shore erosion and recovery episodes 
of a magnitude greater than any sea-level rise effect, especially:

• Swell-driven beach recovery

• Swell direction variability (causing beach rotation)

• Variable alongshore and offshore sand supplies

• Soft shores readily eroded by stormy locally-generated wind waves;

• Slow or no process to return sand to shores after erosion events.

• Many tidal lagoons and estuaries are sand sinks whose 
accommodation space will increase with sea-level rise – making 
them more active sand sinks

Thus the conditions for changing shoreline behaviour in response to 
sea-level rise are more likely to be met sooner on swell-sheltered but 
tidal shores

Swell-sheltered tidal re-entrant (Ralphs Bay, Tas.)

1.  Swell-sheltered shores



Far NW Tasmania: Swell-sheltered tidal re-entrant sandy 
saltmarsh shores

Robbins Island

Air photo study (Prahalad et al. 2015) indicates 
widespread active (ongoing) recession of these 
saltmarsh shores since at least 1952.

• Locally-generated wind waves causing erosion;

• Recession most active on higher wind fetch shores;

• Active multi-decadal recession (despite capacity of 
saltmarsh shores to recover) implies long-term 
change of shoreline behaviour;

• Sea-level rise most plausible underlying cause.



2.  Soft-rock shores – Important category of early 
responders

“Soft-rock” shores are a broad category of shoreline where 
early recessional responses to recent sea-level rise are 
expected to occur from first principles:

• Shores composed of cohesive but soft rocks (semi-lithified 
or very weathered);

• Regionally variable distribution, e.g., widespread in 
Tasmania and Victoria (and England), uncommon in NSW 
and Queensland;

• Cannot recover from erosion like sandy beaches and 
dunes may:  all erosion is cumulative and progressive;

• Most have been slowly receding for circa 6500 years since 
end of post-glacial marine transgression;

• Increasing recession rate expected with rising sea-levels 
(Trenhaile 2011).

Swell-sheltered tidal re-entrant: 
(cohesive clay shores, Pittwater Tas)

Swell-exposed open coast:
(soft limestone, Port Campbell)



Acceleration of prior recession in soft-rock shoreline?    
Barilla Bay, Pittwater (swell-sheltered tidal estuary, SE Tas)

Southern Barilla Bay
cohesive clay “soft-rock” 
shoreline history across 25 
transects at 6 air photo dates 
1946 - 2010

Long-term recession trend, with possible acceleration starting 
~1970 on shores with longest wind-wave fetches?  Analysis to be 
extended to longer stretch of shoreline at 30+ air photo dates.



Some key factors pre-disposing shores to early 
physical responses to sea-level rise?
Work to date is suggestive of several factors which may (individually or in 
combination) dispose a soft shoreline towards relatively early recessional 
responses to sea-level rise:

• Sand budget switches to losing –
• For sandy shores:  Active sand sinks able to receive more sand released 

by increasing shoreline erosion on rising sea-levels = less sand available 
for recovery.

• Swell-sheltered environments (estuarine/tidal lagoon) -
• No swell-driven return of sand to shorelines, slower recovery from local 

wind-wave erosion events.
• Sheltered from other open coast processes tending to counter-act 

recessional effects of sea-level rise (esp. wave climate and sand supply 
variability);

• Soft-rock erodible shores –
• Non-recovering shores, always receding, increasing recession rate 

expected with rising sea-levels (Trenhaile 2011).
• Common in Tasmania and Victoria (& UK, etc.). Mostly but not only in 

swell-sheltered coastal environments.

Duck Bay, NW Tas.

Jam Jerrup (Western Port)
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